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Tournament Rules 

 
 
Insurance 
The participants have to insure themselves for accidents and theft. The organiser doesn't 
take over any liability. 
 
Fighting pass/licence for members 
Every member-fighter has to show a valid SKBF-Pass with the current year licence, 
otherwise you must buy a daily licence. 
 
Daily licence & registration fee for non-members 
Externaly interested clubs can participate in the tournaments at all times, provided that 
they buy a daily licence and have payed the registration fee. Exception for Full Contact 
fighters this year 2016, for details see the following regulation. 
 
Special regulation for Full Contact  
To participate on 2016 you don’t need to be a member of WAKO Switzerland, no official 
SKBF Pass an licence are needed. The registration is open for all Organizations. You 
pay only the registration fee. 
 
Minors 
The permission for competition for minors under 18 years has to be signed in the sport 
pass on page 4 or on the form from the website. 
 
Protective equipment 
Every fighter is responsible for the obligatory protective equipment. The toe nails have to 
be cut shortly. 
 
For everyone mandatory: headgear, gumshield, men cup, women plastron, separated 
feed and shin protection, hand bandages. 

Pointfighting:  long trousers, open hand gloves 
Light Contact:  long trousers, boxing gloves 10oz 
Kick Light:  Shorts, boxing gloves 10oz 
Full Contact without Low Kick:  long trousers, man with a bear upper part of the body, 

woman with a sport top, boxing gloves 10oz 
Full Contact with Low Kick:  shorts, man with a bear upper part of the body, woman 

with a sport top, boxing gloves 10oz 
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Fighting times 
 Examination Finals 
A: Light, Point, Kick Light 2 x 2’ (30’’) 3 x 2’ (1’) 
B: Light, Point 2 x 1.5’ (30’’) 2 x 1.5’ (30’’) 
Juniors 2 x 1.5’ (30’’) 2 x 1.5’ (30’’) 
Full with/-out Low Kick  3 x 2’ (1’) 
 
If there's a high number of participates, the tournament direction reserves one's right to 
reduce the fighting times. 
 
Prices 
Fighters Pass  30.- 
Year licence  60.- 
Day licence  20.- 
Registration fee for 1st category 30.- 
Registration fee for 2nd/3rd category 10.- each 


